
 

 

Dance group Dance 2xs Prague was set up at the beginning of February 2004. It has become 
part of the other sixteen Dance 2xs groups from all around the world. The founder of that 
cosmopolitan family is a dancer, choreographer, and dance teacher - Patrick Chen from USA.  

At its beginning, Dance 2xs was influenced by modern dance styles such as Hip-Hop, Modern 
Jazz, New Style, R`n`B and Break Dance. Over time, the members of Dance 2xs have added 
new skills in acrobatics and in trendy styles such as Lockin’ and Poppin’, the styles that we see in 
almost every foreign dance production. 

In teaching, the members of Dance 2xs draw on the wide and essential experience they have 
gained from dance schools, musical performances, theatres and shooting TV programs. Fashion 
trends and lifestyle are a very common inspiration to the choreography itself, raised by 
extravagant, wild, and imaginative costumes and hair-dos. 

Generally, dance groups in the Czech Republic are focused on specific dance styles which they 
stay with for the whole of their existence. The biggest advantage of Dance 2xs is that it offers the 
full, complex versatility of the art of dance. No dance style is unfamiliar to the group. The group is 
not scared to try and include new developing styles in its repertoire, including its experience in 
theatre acting. 

Dance 2xs has been working to develop itself very hard and will continue to do so. Its main 
ambition is originality and individuality. The proof of the success of that attitude, is in the ever-
increasing number of  its members, of public interest, and of fans. Dance 2xs enriches the Czech 
dance scene with new dance styles. Its experience deepens and develops due to the 
performances and various internships which take place within the Czech Republic as well as all 
around the world. Because of that, Dance 2xs organises its own workshops with the most wanted 
Czech dance teachers, as well as teachers from all around the world. These workshops are 
among the most frequented workshops in the Czech Republic. 

As proof of that, you need only look at the annual workshop in Bilina, the workshops “Pod 
Juliskou“ in Prague, as well as next year’s workshop Project Element in Prague. The members of 
Dance 2xs are the most wanted and recognized dance teachers in the Czech Republic. 

Nowadays, Dance 2xs is familiar not just to dancers, but also to most of the music producers and 
agencies. It`s becoming a well-known feature of parties, anniversaries and presentations. Dance 
2xs is an essential part of extravagant and modern fashion shows. 

Dance 2xs also cooperates with the fashion designer Josef Klir. 

Dance 2xs shows off all of its qualities at its yearly full-length performance called Urbanite. It 
takes pleasure in the huge interest shown towards it by industry and public alike.  

The aim of the group Dance 2xs is to bring dance to a wider range of people, including the non-
dancing public, with the best quality possible.  


